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CHAPTER II 

INDIGENIOUS KNOWLEDGE 

We come from the land, the sky, from love and the body. From matter and creation; 

We are; life is, an equation we cannot form or shape, a mystery we can‟t trace in spite of our 

attempts to follow it back to its origin, to find out where life began, even in all our stories of 

when the universe came into being, how the first people emerged.
4
 

From the beginning, the forces of the ecologies in which we live have taught 

Indigenous peoples a proper kinship order and have taught us how to have nourishing 

relationships with our ecosystems. The ecologies in which we live are more to us than 

settings or places; they are more than homelands or promised homelands. These ecologies do 

not surround indigenous peoples; we are an integral part of them and we inherently belong to 

them. The ecologies are alive with the enduring processes of creation itself. As indigenous 

peoples, we invest the ecologies with deep respect, and from them we unfold our structure of 

indigenous life and thought.
5
 

 Indigenous Knowledge have been utilized since ages by Indigenous and local society 

and has been the basis of their survival particularly in the key segments of foodstuff and 

wellbeing. Contemporary knowledge has lately begun seeing Indigenous Knowledge as a 

resource of innovative drugs particularly since the expenditure of putting innovative drugs on 

the marketplace is sky-scraping. Although, the increasing acknowledgment of Indigenous 

Knowledge as a precious basis of knowledge, Contemporary intellectual property laws carry 

on to treat it as an element of “community domain”, generously accessible for use by 

anybody. Moreover, in a number of cases, various forms of Indigenous Knowledge comprise 

under intellectual property rights by researchers and mercantile enterprises, lacking damages 

to the knowledge‟s originators or possessors. 

Indigenous Knowledge, which is referred to as “traditional Knowledge”, “Restricted 

Knowledge”, “Folk understanding” etc, refers to that body of awareness urbanized by local 

and indigenous society over period in reaction to the requirements of their precise confined 

surroundings. 

                                                           
4
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5
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In this background, this chapter aims at providing the significance and meaning of the 

expression Indigenous Knowledge as the knowledge which has been found from the 

surrounding by certain groups of people or some ancient tribal or indigenous community who 

has been living with nature since inception. This form of knowledge is sometimes used 

synonymously and it should be protected. It is usually regarded as holistic understanding as it 

can protect mankind from various epidemics. 

The beauty of Indigenous or traditional knowledge has even been recognized by the 

developing and some of the developed countries of the globe. The production of Jeevani by 

Kani tribe of South India, the secret knowledge behind the weaving of Kashmiri Pashmina, 

the production of Kanchipuram sarees, etc are protected by geographical indications but as a 

matter of fact, the knowledge behind the creation of this products into fine master piece is a 

subject of indigenous knowledge protection separately. 

Indigenous neighbourhood have pooled a very secure and interdependent bond with 

their environs since time immemorial. This connection has helped them expand a very 

peculiar but sound understanding of their environment. as a result this symbiotic perceptive, 

developed into an information structure which, when passed from one generation to the next, 

came to be utilised for a immense number of activities like subsistence and conservation. 

This unit further highlights the relationship between Indigenous Knowledge and 

Customary laws in India. The rights of local communities under customary laws lead to the 

formalization of their existing communal control over Indigenous Knowledge. This system of 

rights, which enhances the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity and 

promotes the use and further development of knowledge and technologies, is access and 

benefit sharing, essential for the identity of local communities and for the continuation of 

their irreplaceable role in the conservation and sustainable use of this biodiversity. All these 

aspects assume an even greater significance at a time when global warming and climate 

change will necessitate the search for new products and solutions that are likely to emerge 

from the local communities. 
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2. I. Concept of Indigenous Knowledge: 

 

a) Knowledge is: 

i. Process: because it can never be completed nor is it final 

ii. Social construction: is based in the social perception or reality, enclosed in 

cultural categories communicated in a language shared by a group of people, and 

reproduced by knower or an „epistemic‟ community. 

Knowledge is “between one‟s two ears”, which comes “from the heart”, and a 

social construction of power.
6
 

 Knowledge is information and skills gained through experience or education. It is a 

sum of what is known, awareness, and gain by experience of a fact or situation. Feelings 

shape ideas, perception, and memories. A good example is the concept of emotional 

intelligence, which is the newest finding of social psychological and learning theory. It 

explains what we know is a capacity from within, from our sensitivity to unravel problems 

emotionally and cognitively.
7
 

b) Knowledge is a social construct: 

 Although knowledge is a subjective understanding of the world (each person is able to 

perceive, and think and feel ideas and memories), no one alone possesses the complete 

meaning of one topic. Knowledge by an „epistemic‟ community that is each one of the social 

group knows something. This has an important research consequence that in order to study 

Indigenous Knowledge, we have to recognize the existence of different members of a social 

group or ethnic group who give different „versions‟ to a topic. Our task is to identify how 

these versions are generated, transmitted and used.
8
 

c) Knowledge is power: 

This definition refers to the fact that the ultimate goal of knowledge is to orient human 

action.  Each person behaves relying on some ideas, values, perceptions and concepts that he 
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or she selects. Another related issue to the power dimensions of knowledge is the mobilizing 

effect of ideas in society.  

Knowledge is a subjective understanding, occurring in our minds. It involves ideas, 

perceptions, values and feelings. The meaning of knowledge is socially constructed and its 

ultimate goal serves to orient and guide human action. 

d) Role of knowledge in traditional societies: 

It is common to say that while the modern economy is knowledge-based, earlier and 

present day traditional societies are purely resource based. But it is not that simple. 

Knowledge, technology and resources are the basis of all economies including those of 

traditional societies. Indigenous Knowledge provides the underpinning for successful ways of 

subsisting in what are often hostile natural environments. Indeed, there is growing 

recognition that Indigenous Knowledge, technologies and cultural expressions are not just 

old, obsolete and maladaptive; they can be highly evolutionary, adaptive, creative and even 

novel. Moreover, as a body of knowledge, customs, beliefs and cultural works and 

expressions handed down from generation to generation, tradition forms the „glue‟ that 

strengthens social cohesiveness and cultural identity.
9
 

Few if any human societies are totally isolated or self-sufficient in all respects. People in 

traditional societies not only consume knowledge based and other goods that are produced 

locally, whether by themselves or their neighbours; they give them, receive them, share them, 

own them and exchange them with others including from different societies. 

Benefiting from trade depends not only on the availability of legal rights that are 

enforceable beyond the locality; but also on the ability of traditional communities to take 

advantage of national and international law including property and access rights relating to 

land, natural resources and intellectual property. It also depends on specific capacity-building 

measures to address problems of lack of information and production and marketing 

weaknesses. Indeed, capacity building is absolutely vital. 

Traditional proprietary systems relating to scarce tangibles such as land, resources and 

goods, and to valuable intangibles like certain knowledge and cultural expressions, are often 

highly complex and varied. Generalisations should be made with extreme caution. However, 
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it appears frequently to be the case that knowledge and resources are communally held. 

While individuals and families may hold lands, resources or knowledge for their own use, 

ownership is often subject to customary law and practice and based on the collective consent 

of the community.
10

 

Nonetheless, the idea that traditional property rights are always collective or communal in 

nature while Western notions of property are inherently individualist is an inaccurate cliché. 

While this may appear to contradict what we have just stated, specialised knowledge may be 

held exclusively by males, females, certain lineage groups, or ritual or society specialist to 

which they have rights of varying levels of exclusivity. But in many cases, this does not 

necessarily give that group the right to privatise what may be more widely considered to be 

the communal heritage. 

In short, customary laws regulating access and use of local knowledge, resources, cultural 

products and locally produced manufactured goods do exist. But what can be done when 

these spread beyond the control of the local administrative or juridical institutions, either 

through trade or misappropriation, and are commercialised without the consent of the 

providing communities or any benefits flowing back to them. This problem is what an 

international traditional knowledge regime should be able to respond to.
11

 

e) Indigenous Knowledge (IK): 

The term “Indigenous Knowledge” or Traditional Knowledge” are frequently used 

interchangeably and does not command a universal agreed definition. Indigenous Knowledge, 

which is variously referred to as „Traditional Knowledge‟, „restricted Knowledge‟, „Folk 

Knowledge‟, etc., refers to that body of understanding developed by neighbouring and 

indigenous communities over period in response to the requirements of their precise restricted 

environment.
12

 It has been distinct and professed differently by different groups of 

individuals and organizations in diverse times and places. However, regardless of the 

existence of such disparities, there seem to be certain satisfactory definitions offered by some 

scholars and organizations. For example, Van Vlaenderen has provided an explanation of 

Indigenous Knowledge as a collected works of principles and supposition which tends to 

highlight the knowledge internal to a exacting setting inconsistent from local knowledge 
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which focuses on the locality in which the understanding is used and embraces exogenous 

awareness that has entered the local neighbourhood over time.
13

Lugeye defines Indigenous 

Knowledge as the figure of experiences and awareness of a given ethnic assemblage that 

forms the foundation for resolution making in the face of solving common problems. It is a 

blend of information created endogenously within the people and that which comes externaly 

but is then incorporated within the society, and this knowledge is constantly shifting and has 

a natural capacity for captivating relevant new knowledge from outside.
14

Brush and 

Stabinsky have defined Indigenous Knowledge as”.... the organized  information  that 

remains in the unofficial segment, usually unrecorded and conserved in oral tradition rather 

than texts... it is culture specific, whereas proper information is de-cultured”.
15

 According to 

Mugabe, Traditional Knowledge is entirety of all knowledge and practices, whether 

unambiguous or ambiguous, which are used in the supervision of socio-economic and 

biological facets of life.
16

Grenier defines Traditional Knowledge or Indigenous Knowledge 

as the exclusive traditional, local knowledge active within and developed around the precise 

surroundings of women and men in a particular geographical region.
17

 

Traditional Knowledge is also a term frequently used to signify Indigenous medicinal 

knowledge, which is defined as a logical system linking social behaviour, supernatural 

beings; human physiology, and botanical observations.
18

The Dene Cultural institute defines 

Traditional Knowledge as a body of information built up by a set of people all through 

generations of existing close to natural world. It includes structure of arrangement, a set of 

practical study about the local surroundings and an arrangement of self-management that 

governs use.
19

 

The CBD, in its Article 8(j) defines Traditional Knowledge as the understanding, 

innovations and practices of indigenous and local communities embodying conventional 

lifestyles pertinent for the protection and sustainable use of biological diversity. The W I P O 
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refers to Traditional Knowledge as tradition-based literary, imaginative or technical works 

performances, inventions, technical discoveries, designs, marks, name symbols, undisclosed 

knowledge and all other belief based innovations and creations ensuing from intellectual 

action in the industrial, scientific or imaginative fields.
20

Indigenous Knowledge, on the other 

hand, is understood by the World Intellectual Property Organization to be the Traditional 

Knowledge of Indigenous people.
21

  Thus, Indigenous Knowledge is a concept that has 

several definitions in the context of contemporary theory and praxis related to development 

and conservation. If we look at the concept from a historical perspective we are confronted 

with several questions, for instance: what is knowledge? What are the main characteristics of 

Indigenous Knowledge? What are the differences between scientific knowledge and I K?  

Knowledge that is distinctive to a given culture or society is acknowledged as Indigenous 

Knowledge. Indigenous Knowledge contrasts with the proper knowledge system generated 

by a variety of universities, research institutions and private firms. It is the base for local-

level assessment making in agriculture, health care, food preparation, education, natural 

resource organization, and a multitude of other activities in rural communities. There are a 

variety of definitions of Indigenous Knowledge. One way to define Indigenous Knowledge is 

the unique customary, local knowledge prevalent within and developed around the explicit 

conditions of women and men indigenous to a particular geographic location. Indigenous 

Knowledge has lots of aspects. Communities have their personal indigenous methods for 

imparting awareness, for instance, just as they have indigenous ways of deriving a source of 

revenue from the environment, Information, insight and techniques such as healing practices, 

pest management etc, are passed down and enhanced from one generation to the next. 

The increasing attention Indigenous is receiving by academia and the development 

institutions have not yet led to a unanimous perception of the concept of Indigenous 

Knowledge. None of the definitions are essentially contradictory; they overlap in many 

aspects.
22

 

While using similar definitions, the conclusions drawn by various authors are 

controversial in a number of aspects. The implications of this will be discussed in the section 
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“Pubic debate on Indigenous Knowledge”. Most authors explain their perception of 

Indigenous Knowledge, covering only some aspects of it.
23

 

The emerging global knowledge economy is a countries ability to build and mobilize 

knowledge capital. Hence, it is equally essential for sustainable development, as the 

availability of physical and financial capital has a strong basis back to holistic relation of man 

with the nature. Indigenous Knowledge is the creation of indigenous communities who has 

shared a very close and interdependent relationship with their surroundings since time 

immemorial. 

This connection has helped them to build up a very exceptional but sound understanding 

of their environment. As a result, this symbiotic understanding developed into data system 

which, when handed down from one age group to the next, came to be used for an enormous 

number of act like survival and protection. Thus it is non-static in character and energetic and 

interpenetrating. This system of understanding is today identified as Indigenous Knowledge.  

Indigenous Knowledge is locally rooted in the culture of a particular place. Since it is 

based on the experiences of living peoples, it is always changing, being produced or 

generated, as well as reproduced, discovered, lost or recreated. Indigenous Knowledge is 

context-specific; therefore the efforts to transfer that knowledge to other places would mean 

dislocating it. It is orally transmitted, with the help of collective memory, encoded in stories, 

myths, legends songs and systems of classification of resources that are decoded by the 

members of the same “epistemic community”. 

Since Indigenous Knowledge is empirical and hypothetical, it is learned by imitation and 

demonstration. Therefore, documenting Indigenous Knowledge should be done in the codes 

and classificatory categories of the local language and culture and emphasizing the 

construction aspects. It uses metaphysical devices and repetition to assist in the retention of 

ideas. But at the same time new knowledge explained by the actors themselves, which we 

would otherwise misinterpret, is socially different. There is Indigenous Knowledge shared by 

the majority of the community, for example, the main period to transplant rice. This is 

common knowledge. 

There is a type of knowledge that is held by individuals with very special experiences. In 

terms of knowledge generation, there are significant differences in knowledge. Old people 
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recall some practices that young people do not know anymore. This is a special knowledge by 

which some individuals in the local culture achieve a degree of coherence in rituals and other 

symbolic behaviour and act as intermediates between the material and spiritual world. They 

are individuals, who possess sacred knowledge like the Bimo in Ahha and Ti societies, or the 

Dongbu in Nexi society, or the Lama among the Tibetans. We have to pay serious attention to 

this social differentiation of knowledge in the local communities when we study Indigenous 

Knowledge. It is holistic, because it perceives the technical as well as the spiritual, the 

material as well as the symbolic, the real as well as the unreal world. A good example is that 

of Ying and Yang, a holistic concept that explains metaphorically causes that emphasize the 

complementarities of opposites. Therefore, Indigenous Knowledge cannot be tested in 

scientific categories right or wrong, which cannot be measured in any quantities nor can it be 

separated as only technical or rational. One has to look within the Indigenous Knowledge‟s 

own system of explanation for the particular relations of cause and effect.
24

 

Indigenous Knowledge and scientific knowledge are different systems or organization, 

interpretation and uses of ideas, perceptions, and feelings about reality. But one is not 

superior to the other. Both are complementary to each other and are equally valuable, it is 

communicated as experiences gained by the ancestors to the subsequent new generations. 

This temporal transfer of collective experiences is rooted in the practical activities as well as 

oral languages, written heritages and other symbolic forms of representation. All members of 

the community elders, women, men and children are integrated through local practices and 

languages and share various kinds of knowledge for securing their livelihoods depending 

upon ones social position. Besides the gender and generational differences due to roles and 

tasks in society there are levels of specialization according to access, use and types of 

knowledge. 

f) Indigenous Knowledge and the purpose of its protection: 

Indigenous Knowledge is a product of a local context and is deeply embedded in the local 

culture. Any cultural transmissions from Indigenous people to national societies have to 

involve the free and informed consent of the former and openness of the latter. This requires 

mutual respect and understanding and cannot occur while feelings of inequality persist 

between the two. Concepts such as technical and aesthetic, economic and spiritual or 
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landscape, lands, earth and territory are arbitrarily distinguished as separate components for 

an all embracing notion of territory. In the same way that indigenous territories are extremely 

diverse, so are the collective relationships that binds people to a territory. Thus knowledge, 

territory, identity, and people are interrelated. Knowledge therefore cannot be separated from 

the human and natural environment. 

Indigenous Knowledge is not just a fix set of abstract classificatory rules. It has 

developed from a multiplicity of activities and long-term observation that are largely tacit and 

which embody a multitude of skills and practicalities. Therefore it cannot be understood 

according to a set of rigid prescriptions. On the contrary, far from rigid, Indigenous 

Knowledge is constantly being updated and changed. If these changes take place within a 

framework grounded in indigenous institution and customary legal systems, they lend to 

cultural continuity. Even the impact of externally driven change shows the flexibility of 

Indigenous Knowledge. 

Human communities have always generated, refined and passed on knowledge from 

generation to generation. Such Indigenous Knowledge is often an important part of their 

identities. Indigenous Knowledge has played, and still plays a vital role in the daily lives of 

the vast majority of people. Indigenous Knowledge is essential to the food security and health 

of millions of people in the developing world. In many countries, traditional medicines 

provide the only affordable treatment available to poor people. In budding Nations too, 

almost 80% of the populace are depended on traditional medicines to aid their healthcare 

needs. In addition, knowledge of healing properties of plants has become the source of many 

modern medicines. The use and continuous development of plant varieties by local farmers 

and the sharing, diffusion of these varieties, along with the knowledge associated with it play 

an essential role in agricultural systems in developing countries.  

Only recently, however, has the International community sought to recognize and protect 

traditional knowledge. In 1981, World Intellectual Property Organization and United Nations 

Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization adopted a model on folklore. In 1991 the 

concept of Farmers Rights was introduced by the Food and Agriculture Organization into its 

International Undertaking on Plant Genetic Resources and in 1992 the Convention on 

Biological Diversity highlighted the need to promote and preserve traditional knowledge. In 

spite of these efforts which have spanned two decades, final and universally acceptable 

solutions for the protection and promotion of traditional knowledge have not yet changed.  
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Since the vast majority of the knowledge is old, it is evident that it has been handed down 

through the generations. It is continually refined and new knowledge develops, rather as the 

modern scientific process proceeds by continual incremental improvements rather than by 

major leaps forward. The groups that hold traditional knowledge are very diverse; 

individuals, groups, or groups of communities may all be custodians. Such communities 

might be Indigenous to the land or descendents of later settlers. The nature of the knowledge 

is also diverse: it covers literacy, artistic or scientific works, songs, dance, medical treatment 

and practices, agricultural technologies and techniques etc. 

Whilst a number of definitions for Indigenous Knowledge and folklore have been put 

forward, there is no widely acceptable definition for either of them. It is not only the broad 

scope of Indigenous Knowledge that has confounded the debate so far. There is also some 

confusion about exactly what is meant by „protection‟ and its purpose. It should certainly not 

be equated directly with the use of the word „protection‟ in its report on a series of fact-

finding missions; World Intellectual Property Organization
25

 sought to summaries the 

concerns of Indigenous Knowledge as follows: 

i. Concern about the loss of traditional life styles and of traditional knowledge, and 

the reluctance of the younger members to carry forward such practices. 

ii. Concern about the lack of respect for Indigenous Knowledge and holders of 

Indigenous Knowledge. 

iii. Concern about the misrepresentation of Indigenous Knowledge including use of 

Indigenous Knowledge without any benefit sharing, or use in a derogatory 

manner. 

iv. Lack of recognition of the need to reserve and promote the further use of 

Indigenous Knowledge.
26

 

Another source more succinctly classified these and other possible reasons for protecting 

Indigenous Knowledge as: 

i. Equity considerations-the custodians of Indigenous Knowledge should receive fair 

compensation if the Indigenous Knowledge leads to commercial gain. 
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ii. Conservation concerns-the protection of Indigenous Knowledge contributes to the 

wider objectives of conserving the environment, bio-diversity and sustainable 

agriculture practice. 

iii. Preservation of traditional practices and culture-protection of Indigenous Knowledge 

would be used to raise the profile of the knowledge and the people entrusted with it 

both within and outside communities. 

iv. Preservation of appropriation by unauthorized parties or avoiding “bio-piracy”. 

v. Promotion of its use and its importance to development.
27

 

A single solution can hardly be expected to meet such a wide range of concerns and 

objectives. The type of measures required to prevent misappropriation may not be the same, 

indeed may not be compatible, with those needed to encourage the wider use of Indigenous 

Knowledge. A multiplicity of complementary measures will almost certainly be required, 

many of which will be outside the field of Intellectual property. Indeed, underlying the debate 

may be a much bigger issue as the position of Indigenous communities within the wider 

economy and society of the country, in which they reside, and their access to or ownership of 

land they have traditionally inhabited. In that sense, concerns about the preservation of 

Indigenous Knowledge, and the continued way of life of those holding such knowledge, may 

be symptomatic of the underlying problems that face these communities in the face of 

external pressures.
28

 

However, the consideration is limited as to how the Intellectual Property system might 

help address these concerns. Much has already been written on this subject and many 

international organisations, in particularly World Intellectual Property Organization, have 

started to consider whether the existing system of Intellectual Property has a role to play or 

whether new forms of protection will be required. 

Several arguments on the pros and cons of protecting Indigenous knowledge within the 

prevailing regime of intellectual property laws have been raised by various authors. The issue 

of using conventional forms of Intellectual Property Rights for protecting Indigenous 

knowledge has been the emergence of three sets of views. The first of these views supports 

the use of forms of Intellectual Property Rights for protecting Indigenous knowledge. The 

second advances the view that specific forms of Intellectual Property Rights may be more 
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appropriate for the purpose. The third view is that conventional forms of Intellectual Property 

Rights are inappropriate for protecting Indigenous knowledge. 

However, before analyzing question of extending intellectual property protection to 

indigenous knowledge under the existing Intellectual Property Rights regime, it will be 

prudent to analyze the scope and nature of both Intellectual Property and Indigenous 

Knowledge with reference to the issues surrounding the following, which are crucial factors 

in the determination of ownership. It will help one to determine to what extent Intellectual 

Property Rights regime can accommodate traditional knowledge protection and to what 

extend indigenous knowledge is commensurate with intellectual property. 

i. Identification of original inventor: - In the case of indigenous knowledge, the 

primary/original innovators are the indigenous societies that accumulated the 

knowledge through several generations. Hence, assigning ownership/ proprietary right 

to the original innovator is not an easy task. On the other hand, the identification of 

the „secondary innovator‟, i.e., who is refining the indigenous knowledge through the 

use of sophisticated scientific techniques and procedures and developing new 

product/result, is comparatively much easy. For example, since natural plants are 

considered to be global common goods, by bio-prospecting, the scientists can extract 

plant genetic resources from the primary innovators/traditional users and 

subsequently, by using modern science, extend and refine the indigenous knowledge, 

and claim an invention which is eligible for intellectual property protection. 

Moreover, supporters of secondary innovators argue that all genetic material to which 

the incentive step of scientific knowledge has been added should be eligible for 

protection. Internationally, intellectual property rights for plant genetic resources have 

typically been given for western science inventions by secondary innovators rather 

than for indigenous discoveries by the primary/original innovators. The identification 

of original inventor is hence an intricate task in case of indigenous knowledge while 

in relation to Intellectual Property Rights it is a quite effortless task. 

ii. Identification of Beneficiaries: - The most complex issue in Indigenous knowledge 

protection is the identification of beneficiaries. The principle of benefit sharing which 

is an important element in the bargain theory rests upon the pre condition that it is 

possible to demarcate the community that will be beneficiary of such a bargain. But in 

regard to indigenous knowledge, identification of beneficiary is an intricate task and 

in most cases, when the community holds indigenous knowledge collectively, it is 
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practically not possible to identify the set of beneficiaries who would be entitled to 

share benefits by way of the right. This drawback hinders meaningful exchange of the 

intellectual property right, which is the fundamental pre condition for benefit sharing 

to occur.
29

This does not mean that moral justifications cannot be a basis for the grant 

of an intellectual property right over indigenous knowledge,
30

 but that it cannot be the 

sole basis on which the right is based and defended. 

iii. Question of ownership: - Intellectual properties are considered to be the products of 

one‟s intellectual labour and thus recognized as the property of its creator who has 

bestowed labour on it. Since the creations of intellectual labour are given the 

recognition and status of property, they involve the concept of ownership. In other 

words, intellectual property rights are exclusive rights: the owners of the intellectual 

property have the right to exclude others from making or using the products for 

commercial gains without their permission. All forms of intellectual property are 

given the same status of property, eligible for commercial exploitation, to the 

exclusion of all others irrespective of whether the knowledge was produced in a 

laboratory or in an informal system. The modern Intellectual Property Right regime 

on the one hand recognizes the intellectual property generated by scientists in the 

formal system but on the other hand disallows property status for the knowledge 

generated by local communities in the equally valid informal system. Just like 

knowledge generated in the laboratory is considered the intellectual property of the 

innovator, the knowledge generated in fields and forests must be considered the 

property of the innovator or creator. But this does not happen in case of indigenous 

knowledge. This constitutes the central and highly unjust discrimination between 

indigenous knowledge and intellectual property.  

Indigenous knowledge systems, indigenous knowledge and innovations cannot be 

credited to a single inventor. They are community-based and they accumulate over 

time and generation. Indigenous knowledge systems, indigenous knowledge and 

innovations are part and parcel of the community life of the people. The motivation of 

innovations derived from traditional knowledge systems and traditional knowledge is 

not profit or individual gain but the welfare and common good of the entire 
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community and future generations. This essentially renders intellectual property alien 

to traditional, indigenous and local communities. 

Since indigenous knowledge is generally considered as common property the question 

of private ownership would never arise in the contemporary realm of intellectual 

property laws. Traditionally the custodians of intellectual property hold and use the 

knowledge collectively whereas intellectual property is a private property to the 

exclusion of all others. The indigenous communities consider indigenous knowledge 

base as gift of god and not as a private property to be claimed as monopoly. The 

perception of intellectual property is, however, totally a different one, which has more 

capitalist orientation and believes in the preservation of intellectual property with the 

idea that it will benefit the public later. On the contrary, the indigenous and traditional 

societies that hold indigenous knowledge strongly believe in sharing knowledge and 

consider it a part of the public domain.
31

 Therefore, the concept of monopoly is a 

strange concept to the indigenous and local communities who traditionally hold 

indigenous knowledge. 

The question of ownership in connection with Intellectual Property Right 

became a contentious issue only when the „secondary innovators‟ started the practice 

of converting the traditional knowledge into modern inventions under the relevant 

Intellectual Property Right statutes. In addition to this, regarding innovations, 

Intellectual Property Right recognizes property rights only in respect of inventions 

and not for discoveries.
32

 Therefore, in the existing mechanism of Intellectual 

Property Right, there is no room for the custodians of indigenous knowledge or the 

suppliers of vital information on indigenous knowledge. 

iv. Economics Analysis: - Another aspect is that of information economics. Since 

indigenous knowledge is knowledge that has already been produced, it can be argued 

that there is no need to protect this right through intellectual property protection. This 

is because knowledge or information once produced is a public good. The diffusion of 

the information among the members of the society can be achieved at negligible 

marginal cost and thus the optimal equilibrium price for such information should be 

close to zero. The already produced indigenous knowledge is such an information 

pool, which could and should be made available freely to potential users like 
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researchers or firms. This economic analysis would prevail if the knowledge could be 

provided at negligible costs.
33

 Thus Indigenous knowledge fails the set criteria of 

information economics. 

The contrasting characteristics of Intellectual property and indigenous knowledge can 

thus be summarized as under in the words of Daniel Gervais. 

Intellectual property protection, in the form of copyrights, trademarks, designs and 

patents usually applies to 

a) An identifiable author, inventor or other originator who will be individually 

rewarded, 

b) An identifiable work, invention or other object; and 

c) Defined restricted acts. 

        Indigenous knowledge does not fit well within these three characteristics of intellectual 

property rights. There are rarely well-identified authors or inventors of creations, inventions 

and knowledge passed on and improved from one generation to the next. The knowledge is 

sometimes nebulous and hard to circumscribe for the purpose of a patent application or to 

identify as one or more copyrighted works. Finally, the types of acts that indigenous 

communities want to prevent are not necessarily those that propitiation provides. For 

instance, benefit-sharing obligations, which can be based on ethical standards, or national or 

international legal norms, or a combination thereof, resemble more a liability-type regime, or 

perhaps a compulsory license, than a full intellectual property right, in large part because they 

do not include a right to exclude/prohibit.
34

 

g) Limitations in Intellectual Property Laws to Protect Indigenous Knowledge: 

The nature of Indigenous Knowledge as expressed in expressions of folklore Indigenous 

Knowledge art shows that Intellectual Property Rights is inadequate to provide the protection 

needed for Indigenous Knowledge.
35

The copyright law as it exists is meant to reward 

individual efforts by excluding the use of others.
36

Its Origin lies in western roots
37

 and it 
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places emphasis on individual efforts and has requirements as to originality, fixation, limited 

duration of protection and an economic focus on remedies. However, Indigenous Knowledge 

like folklore is usually derived from the efforts of the community and passed on from 

generations. This leads to problems of vesting of rights as the Intellectual Property regime 

vests rights in the individual and not the community. The Australian case Yumbulal v. 

Reserve Bank of Australia
38

 showed how individual notion of copyright law is difficult to 

reconcile with Indigenous interests. In this case, the court stated that the copyright Act did 

not provide adequate protection to the community to regulate works that were essentially 

communal in origin.
39

The court rejected the claim of the aboriginal artist whose artwork was 

printed on the currency note, that he had an obligation to the clan to prevent the use of the art 

work in a culturally abusive manner. The court in arriving at the decision only relied on the 

terms of the contract between the bank and the individual artist.
40

 Hence, the court expressed 

the limitations of Intellectual Property Rights to recognise communal ownership to property. 

In granting such a decision the court had to completely ignore the customary laws of the 

aboriginal people thus, showing a larger failure of Intellectual Property Rights that is based 

on western narrative to accommodate or completely ignore other types of 

narratives.
41

Copyright law requires some degree of originality, which expressions of folklore 

may lack, as in many cases it is the faithful reproduction of the work of art that is accorded 

primacy to preserve the culture. The limited duration of protection afforded by copyright law 

is to ensure a balance between the labour produced by an individual and the competing 

demands of the public domain.
42

But folklore is characterized by a process of development 

over a period of time that is indeterminate and is passed on across generations, thus, 

preserving the culture of the community. Hence placing a fixed time for its protection 

actually goes against the very process of development of folklore and against the aspirations 

of indigenous people. Further, the Intellectual Property Rights assumes that the individual has 

the means to enforce the protection afforded through the process of litigation, and also 

emphasizes on economic or commercial value to the work, in the process forgetting that 
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many indigenous people either lack the means or the financial strength to enforce their rights 

in a Court of law. 

This problem of Intellectual Property Rights to accommodate indigenous interests is 

not limited to copyright law but can also be seen in patent law. Much Indigenous Knowledge, 

for example with regard to medicinal uses of plants, exists in oral form and cannot be easily 

transcribed to written form.
43

 But patent law prescribes various requirements like written 

form and the ability of the knowledge to be interpreted in a technological or scientific sense.
44

 

Intellectual Property Rights is based on a process of knowledge generation which provides 

for certain criteria and hence does not account for the cultural context in which the 

knowledge is generated, due to which it fails to protect Indigenous Knowledge.  

2. II. Indigenous Knowledge as a source for innovation: 

In a strict sense, innovation refers to the creation of new scientific and technical 

knowledge to successfully commercialize new products (goods, services) or new ways to 

produce, sell or deliver new products (process, organizational, and marketing 

innovations).Radically new innovations are more common in high technology manufacturing 

or knowledge-intensive service sectors. Literature on management and economics of 

innovation generally adopt this definition to study the dynamics of innovation.
45

However, we 

argue that in the context of developing countries, adopting a broader approach allows for a 

better understanding of innovation in development.
46

 

In a wider context, innovations include those that may be new in the particular context, 

but not necessarily new to the world. They may also not have commercial value, but 

significantly improve people‟s livelihoods.
47

Innovation is an avenue for problem solving. 

Innovations can be directed to address complex problems such as adaptation to climate 

change to satisfying the basic needs of the poorer population such as access to food, clean 
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water, and housing. Developing countries should initiate innovations building on their 

unresolved problems and unfilled needs.
48

 

Promoting innovations specifically directed at the needs of the poor is gaining broader 

attention in the discourse of innovation policy for development.
49

It responds to a limitation of 

the conventional approach, whereby innovation is associated to higher productivity and there-

by economic growth, irrespective of effects on inequality and poverty. Concepts such as 

„inclusive innovation‟, „pro-poor innovation‟, and „grass-roots innovation‟ are employed to 

refer to innovations that meet needs and provide affordable access to the poorer augments of 

society and may be developed locally.
50

 

The sources for innovation are varied, external or internal to the economy or firm. These 

include science and technology based activities such as research and development (R&D), 

development of human capital (education, training), and the acquisition, adaptation, and use 

of external technology.
51

In the context of developing countries, innovation policy usually 

emphasizes acquisition and mastery of foreign technology. However, assimilating and 

reproducing complex technology is a difficult process. It requires knowledge-cognitive 

capabilities-that is not easy to articulate explicitly or to transfer to others.
52

Moreover, 

accumulated prior knowledge is necessary to assimilate and use new knowledge-absorptive 

capacity.
53

In this sense, active learning, using and transforming prior existing knowledge, and 

accumulating experience, are critical components for building capabilities for innovation and 

relevant to any sector of the economy.
54

Innovation is a pioneering activity.
55

Broadly viewed, 

innovation is rooted in everyday activities in firms and in the competencies and capabilities 
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of ordinary people.
56

Accordingly, in designing innovation policy, developing countries 

should draw on, rather than neglect or destroy the existing knowledge base and competences. 

Capabilities for innovation in developing countries are rooted in two distinct knowledge 

systems that are relevant to different types of innovations.
57

Building scientific, formal 

knowledge is important to develop capabilities for technical, knowledge-intensive innovation 

and tapping into global knowledge. Traditional Knowledge, on the other hand, is a source of 

valuable knowledge on uses of natural resources for health, food and other uses that are 

important for local livelihoods and rural development, but may as well have modern 

applications in fields such as pharmaceuticals and biotechnology.
58

 

Traditional Knowledge is rarely integrated into innovation policies in developing 

countries. We advance that the design of innovation policy in developing countries should 

support Traditional Knowledge-based innovations in two ways. On the one hand, innovation 

policy should consider how to support innovation within Traditional Knowledge systems for 

the benefit of the local communities and indigenous peoples that hold and depend on such 

knowledge. On the other hand, innovation policy should also consider how to promote and 

build capabilities to use Traditional Knowledge as a source of modern innovation for growth 

in a way that empowers Traditional Knowledge holders. In both contexts, connections need 

to be made among related and at times conflicting policies (i.e. development policy, public 

health policy, industrial policy, trade policy, Intellectual property policy) and institutions (i.e. 

laws, codes of conduct, governance structures).
59

 Thus, in order to manage the interactions 

among both Traditional Knowledge holders and the diversity of users of Traditional 

Knowledge it is necessary to build appropriate institutions to reduce the uncertainties that 

surround knowledge sharing. 

a) Traditional Knowledge Innovation within Traditional Knowledge Systems: 

The notion of „traditional‟ or „indigenous‟ knowledge systems broadly refers to a body of 

knowledge that has been build up over time and is held locally by a group of people that 
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informs shared understandings, beliefs, practices, social interactions, etc.
60

Traditional 

Knowledge may be explicit (such as expressed in writing, code, or language) or tacit (cannot 

readily be expressed, know-how). Explicit forms of Traditional Knowledge can be tangible 

(i.e. products such as medical remedies, or expressions of Traditional Knowledge as art, 

crafts) or intangibles (i.e. rituals, stories, songs that are not codified and rather passed on). 

Traditional Knowledge is generally of a collective nature, produced, shared, known and 

practiced by all members of the Traditional Knowledge community. Some forms of 

Traditional Knowledge, particularly which is considered sacred (of special spiritual value) 

may be kept closely guarded within the Traditional Knowledge community, such as a 

spiritual leader.
61

Traditional Knowledge informs local decision-making and practice in many 

areas, including health (i.e. medicinal preparations on the basis of plants), and use and 

management of resources such as land, forest, water, plant, and animals (i.e. farming, 

grazing, water conservation, woodland, and livestock management) 

Knowledge production in Traditional Knowledge systems is not static, but rather evolves 

over time in the local context. The Traditional Knowledge community is affected by changes 

in the ecosystem and external factors that may also impact the knowledge base, in particular 

the need for innovations.
62

Innovations are built on prior knowledge, practices, and 

experience. Traditional Knowledge that is tacit is embedded in the members of the 

community. Therefore, the reproduction of Traditional Knowledge that is tacit depends on the 

social cohesion of the Traditional Knowledge community. 

De-learning and loss of knowledge is associated to accelerated globalization and 

changing society. Changing lifestyles also render some forms of Traditional Knowledge, such 

as knowledge in relation to use of natural resources, less relevant to the community when the 

knowledge can no longer be relied on for livelihood support.
63

It would appear then that 

efforts to promote Traditional Knowledge innovation for the benefit of Traditional 

Knowledge communities would be best directed at giving means to Traditional Knowledge 
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communities to preserve their way of life that has increasingly come under pressure from 

socio-economic perturbations.
64

 

Nonetheless, science-based knowledge can be relevant to Traditional Knowledge 

communities. Modern innovations can be used and adapted by local communities to fit their 

local needs, such as introducing new technology to increase productivity in traditional 

farming practices.
65

 However, external interventions to local communities often fail because 

it is often assumed that introducing innovations is desirable and will be beneficial even if 

there was no demand or involvement by the expected beneficiaries.
66

Today, informed by new 

understandings of the innovation process, it is clear that technology transfer itself is sufficient 

because of the tacit knowledge and required prior knowledge, and because the innovation 

may not be accepted in the eyes of the local community. Involving local communities in 

planning all stages of technology transfer is critical. Legally empowering Traditional 

Knowledge communities is also important to allow them more generally to make free and 

informed choices with regards to how they relate to the outside world, i.e. participation with 

external institutions such as the market economy, and other knowledge systems.
67

  

b) Traditional Knowledge Innovation Beyond the Local Context: 

Knowledge and innovations produced within Traditional Knowledge systems can also 

have applications beyond the Traditional Knowledge community for the benefit of broader 

society. The value of adaptation and innovation processes that take place within Traditional 

Knowledge systems for biodiversity conservation is recognized in International 

Law.
68

Traditional farming practices involving saving and exchange of seeds have historically 

contributed to the progressive improvement and conservation of plant genetic resources on 
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farms for food and agriculture.
69

Traditional medicine also plays an important role in public 

health, particularly in developing countries where it is often the sole or main source of care.
70

 

Traditional Knowledge is also a source of knowledge for innovations that take place 

outside the Traditional Knowledge community. In particular, knowledge related to the 

properties and use of biological resources can be used for scientific research or for 

commercial development of products and services in a number of industries including food, 

agriculture, forestry, cosmetics, bio-pesticides, pharmaceuticals, nutraceuticals and 

ecotourism.
71

Many modern medicines have been developed from plant sources and 

associated knowledge, and it is increasingly possible with biotechnology and synthetic 

biology.
72

It is estimated that 20-25% of pharmaceutical products are derived from genetic 

resources, in a market which is worth US$640 billion.
73

 

i. Access and benefit-sharing legislation: 

The activities of third parties (i.e. academics, scientists, commercial bio prospectors, 

firms) that access or use Traditional Knowledge as a base for subsequent research or 

innovation are increasingly subject to regulate at international and national level. This is the 

case in particular for Traditional Knowledge that is associated to biological resources. Lack 

of compliance, often due to lack of awareness, can lead to financial and other sanctions, even 

imprisonment.
74

 

At the international level, developing Nations Governments have sought after to institute 

mechanisms to accumulate a share of the benefits-especially pecuniary derived from the use 

of natural resources and associated Traditional Knowledge, under influence of equity and 

fairness. It is apparent that the benefits of bio-prospecting and related activities have accrued 
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mainly to develop Nations, while the natural resources and associated Traditional Knowledge 

lie mainly in budding Nations.
75

 

As a result of the negotiations that led to the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) 

in 1993, it was agreed that the objective of biodiversity conservation was to be achieved 

through sustainable use of biological resources. The Convention on Biological Diversity 

established that governments have sovereign rights over their natural resources, including 

genetic resources found in their territory, and the authority to regulate access to genetic 

resources whether for commercial or non-commercial purposes.
76

The Convention on 

Biological Diversity text does not include obligations on regulating access to Traditional 

Knowledge associated to genetic resources. 

In a case where a government chooses to standardize admission to genetic resources, the 

C.B.D specifies least requirements, though there can be a multiplicity of approaches and 

mechanisms for execution.
77

Users should obtain the prior informed consent of the provider, 

and the provider and user should agree to mutually agreed terms for access, usually in the 

form of contracts.
78

In this context, the provider is usually a designated government authority 

under national law. However, the provider may rather, or in addition, be a Traditional 

Knowledge community when national legislation recognizes rights of Traditional Knowledge 

communities to genetic resources in their territory. It may also be the case when under 

national law, access and use to Traditional Knowledge associated to genetic resources 

requires that users obtain prior informed consent from relevant Traditional Knowledge 

community and establish mutually agreed terms for access. Currently, a number of countries 

have national legislation in place on access and benefit sharing in accordance to the 

Convention on Biological Diversity principles.
79
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The Convention on Biological Diversity does not include obligations of prior informed 

consent and benefit sharing on mutually agreed terms with respect to Traditional Knowledge 

associated to genetic resources or genetic resources held by Traditional Knowledge 

communities. It does, however, impose a general obligation on governments concerning 

Traditional Knowledge, while not defining the concept and leaving ample flexibility for its 

implementation in national law.
80

Interestingly, Article 8(j) is not limited to Traditional 

Knowledge associated to genetic resources, but uses broader language of knowledge, 

practices and innovations that are relevant to conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity. 

This broad scope potentially allows governments in national law to envisage a number of 

means to fulfil the Article 8(j) objectives, not only limited to the concepts of prior informed 

consent and mutually agreed terms for benefit sharing. Some have observed that Traditional 

Knowledge communities were highly sceptical of the Convention on Biological Diversity 

government-centric and contractual approach, having been marginalized from related 

processes in the past, if not totally excluded.
81

Nevertheless, soon after the entry into force of 

the Convention on Biological Diversity, parties agreed to devise a more specific work plan 

for the implementation of Article 8(j) with input from Traditional Knowledge 

communities.
82

This process paved the way for agreement to include Traditional Knowledge 

associated to genetic resources in the scope of the Nag .oya Proto.col on Acc.ess to Geneti .c 

Resou.rces and the Fa.ir and Equit .able Sha .ring of Bene.fits Aris.ing fro.m the Utilization of 

Genetic Resources of the Convention on Biological Diversity (Nagoya Protocol) that was 

adopted in 2010.
83

The Nagoya Protocol effectively extends the Convention on Biological 

Diversity access obligations of prior informed consent and benefit sharing on mutually agreed 

terms to Traditional Knowledge associated to genetic resources and to genetic resources held 

by Traditional Knowledge communities, if these rights are recognized in national law 

(government can choose whether or not to do so). The Nagoya Protocol also creates new 
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obligations on governments to put in place measures to track, monitor and ensure compliance 

with national access and benefit sharing laws or regulations
84

 

Importantly, the Nagoya Protocol requires that national access and benefit sharing laws 

take into account indigenous and local communities, customary laws, community protocols 

and procedures, as applicable, with respect to Traditional Knowledge associated with genetic 

resources.
85

Within Traditional Knowledge communities‟ access and use of Traditional 

Knowledge is regulated through distinct customary laws. The problem lies in that these are 

not legally enforceable against persons outside of the community.
86

Thus, certain acts or 

practices of third parties can be contrary to customary law and perceived as unfair, yet 

effectively they may be lawful, unless national law establishes otherwise. The types of acts 

referred to may be of very different nature, and concerning various forms of Traditional 

Knowledge (knowledge, information, practices, and expressions). These include access to 

Traditional Knowledge associated to genetic resources without prior informed consent; use of 

Traditional Knowledge associated to genetic resources for commercial purposes without 

mutually agreed terms for benefit sharing, the granting of patents over inventions derived 

from Traditional Knowledge and documenting or publishing information on Traditional 

Knowledge.
87

 

The implementation of the Convention on Biological Diversity and Nagoya Protocol 

access and benefit sharing framework in national law is thus a central mechanism by which 

governments can empower Traditional Knowledge communities in relation to third parties. 

However, the Convention on Biological Diversity and Nagoya Protocol do not address the 

range of concerns of Traditional Knowledge communities.
88

Moreover, as international 

instruments, they are necessarily the outcome of compromises made among contrasting 

positions. User countries sought facilitated access, while provider countries instead aimed at 

international standards for regulating access and utilization of genetic resources and 

associated Traditional Knowledge. As products of compromise, the Convention on Biological 

Diversity and Nagoya Protocol provide considerable leeway for national law to define how 
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the obligation will be implemented. They also include ambiguous language that is open to 

competing interpretations. This means that national laws will continue to substantially 

diverge on whether and how they regulate the activities of users of genetic resources and 

associated Traditional Knowledge
89

 Thus we again stress the point that further 

implementation in national access and benefit sharing laws and related laws is necessary, 

informed by broad consultations with Traditional Knowledge communities and users. 

The exchange of knowledge among traditional and science based knowledge systems 

requires supportive institutions that are perceived to be fair and legitimate among those 

involved in the exchange. The implementation of the Convention on Biological Diversity   

and Nagoya Protocol in national laws is Indigenous Knowledge to increase the legal certainty 

surrounding use of Traditional Knowledge associated to genetic resources for innovation for 

both providers and users, though not without controversy and tension for some time. National 

access and benefit sharing legislation is very recent, if any at all, in most provider and user 

countries. Supportive governance structures are yet to be established to facilitate prior 

informed consent and mutually agreed terms transactions, as well as mechanisms for greater 

involvement of and provision of timely information to Traditional Knowledge communities 

to exercise rights conferred in relation to Prior Informed consent and mutually agreed terms. 

The contractual approach to mutually agreed terms with respect to Traditional Knowledge is 

particularly complex for a number of reasons. These include the power imbalances among the 

contracting parties particularly when Traditional Knowledge communities are directly 

negotiating mutually agreed terms with users, asymmetric information concerning for 

example the value of the Traditional Knowledge for the user, and uncertainty concerning 

whether any innovation will take place at all (for instance in the case of Traditional 

Knowledge as a source for new pharmaceutical products) that makes it difficult to estimate ex 

ante the monetary or other benefits to be eventually shared. A key role of government 

authorities overseeing access and benefit sharing laws is to promote greater awareness and 

understanding of access and benefit sharing laws, requirements and procedures.
90

 

National access and benefit sharing laws also have yet to find their right place in the 

broader context of government policies and priorities, particularly with regards to building 
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domestic capabilities for technological innovation. There continues to be lack of coherence 

among access and benefit sharing regulations with other policies and regulations, which may 

explain the slow pace of implementation of national access and benefit sharing laws in 

developing countries. For instance, in some developing countries the authority for overseeing 

access and benefit sharing related matters may fall within the exclusive mandate of a single 

authority, i.e. Ministry for the Environment, and implemented in a completely independent 

manner, disconnected from the objectives of and implementation of related policies, laws and 

regulations in areas such as science and technology, innovation, intellectual property, public 

health, etc.
91

National access and benefit sharing legislations can support useful innovation 

from taking place, but require clarity on the policy objectives and how the obligations and 

procedures are to be implemented so as not to deter innovation. For example, it has been 

noted that the decline in bio-prospecting activities for drug research has been related to 

uncertainty in national access and benefit sharing laws.
92

 

c)  Intellectual Property Rights and Traditional Knowledge-Based Innovation: 

The exercise of Intellectual property rights in respect to Traditional Knowledge-based 

innovations are one of the most controversial aspects in the interaction of Traditional 

Knowledge systems and science-based systems. 

Intellectual property is a legal instrument that has become an institution within science-

based systems, yet remains mostly foreign to Traditional Knowledge systems. Government 

Intellectual Property policy is aimed at creating incentives to innovation.  Intellectual 

Property protections in the form of time-limited exclusive rights with respect to inventions or 

works, is widely used by firms and individuals to appropriate returns from innovation and 

deter imitation. 

Amongst the key problems that arise with respect to the granting of Intellectual Property 

Rights on Traditional Knowledge-based innovations is that third parties can, in some 

circumstances, gain Intellectual Property Rights on creations and inventions based on 

Traditional Knowledge, often without the consent of Traditional Knowledge communities, 

and without any benefit accruing back to the Traditional Knowledge communities or to host 
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governments. Moreover, Traditional Knowledge that is disclosed in written, oral, or any form 

outside the community is often considered within the Intellectual Property system to be in the 

„public domain‟, that is, free for anyone to use. The growing number of patents granted over 

plant biological resources for uses that have long been known and practised in Traditional 

Knowledge systems, for instance ayahuasca, turmeric, neem and enola bean, to name only a 

few, increased activism from Traditional Knowledge communities and developing country 

governments against what is described as „biopiracy‟. Tackling misappropriation of 

Traditional Knowledge through the Intellectual Property system is hence one of the main 

objectives pursued in the ongoing policy debates and international negotiations on the need to 

„protect‟ Traditional Knowledge. However, defining legally what effectively constitutes 

misappropriation is far from straightforward. In this respect, different situations may arise, 

depending, for example, on whether the Traditional Knowledge has been disclosed outside 

the local context, whether Intellectual Property Rights have been acquired on the Traditional 

Knowledge and whether compensation was provided to the Traditional Knowledge 

communities.
93

 

Each distinct situation requires separate analysis to determine adequate solution. For 

example, for situations concerning patenting of Traditional Knowledge in the public domain, 

the problem is directly related to the functioning of the  Intellectual Property system, in the 

sense that proper patent examination should reveal the Traditional Knowledge in the public 

domain as prior art. When this is not the case, it may be very costly and difficult for 

Traditional Knowledge communities that do not have knowledge of the Intellectual Property 

system to challenge a granted patent. To improve prior art searches for Traditional 

Knowledge in the public domain, developing countries have been producing databases of 

such knowledge, such as the Indian Traditional Knowledge Digital Library. However, the 

emphasis on database development places the burden on the country and Traditional 

Knowledge communities to prove their knowledge is in the public domain, rather than on 

patent offices to establish the lack of prior art. In addition, such databases raise concerns of 

access to the database and further dissemination of knowledge.
94

 

The implementation of national access and benefit sharing laws could also require some 

form of benefit sharing or compensation from exploitation of the patent-protected Traditional 
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Knowledge-based innovation, irrespective of whether Traditional Knowledge is in the public 

domain.
95

In the context of the review of the TRIPS  Agreement, Article 27(3) (b) and in 

ongoing negotiations within the WIPO Intergovernmental Committee on I.P  and Genetic 

Resources, T.K and Folklore, developing countries are seeking to link the ABS framework of 

the CBD and Nagoya Protocol with the  I.P system, for example, by making it mandatory that 

patent applications disclose the origin and/or source of genetic resources and associated TK, 

for inventions based on or using genetic resources or knowledge. Many countries thus include 

a mandatory disclosure requirement with regards to genetic resources and associated 

Traditional Knowledge in patent or other national Laws (i.e. environment). 

i. Use of  Intellectual Property Rights for innovations within Traditional Knowledge 

systems: 

Significant policy debate and academic attention has been given to the question of 

whether the use of   Intellectual Property tools should be promoted to protect innovations and 

creations that stem from within Traditional Knowledge systems.
96

While the role of 

Intellectual Property Rights tools is mainly to provide incentive to and reward innovation, in 

the discussion on the role of Intellectual Property Rights for the protection of Traditional 

Knowledge, various other have been advanced. These include recognizing and compensating 

the creators and possessors of Traditional Knowledge, to allow Traditional Knowledge 

holders to gain economic benefits from exploiting their innovations and works, participating 

Intellectual in global markets for knowledge, and preventing Traditional Knowledge from 

being considered in the public domain. The use of  Intellectual Property tools to promote 

innovation should however be used in parallel with other initiatives and principles, such as 

empowering Traditional Knowledge communities to maintain their traditional lifestyles and 

context in which these innovations have historically taken place, including through the 

recognition of their rights to self-determination and development. 

Traditional Knowledge is a creation of the human mind, and therefore can be protected by 

Intellectual Property Rights; however, it does not fit easily within the Intellectual Property 

system. This is because of the specific characteristics of Traditional Knowledge as well as the 
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fact that the concept of Intellectual Property Rights is alien to Traditional Knowledge systems 

and may be inappropriate or incompatible with their beliefs and practices. Moreover, some 

forms of Traditional Knowledge are considered to be the „public domain‟ from an Intellectual 

Property perspective.
97

 

Nonetheless, existing Intellectual Property tools to some extent can be useful and are 

being used in practice to protect Traditional Knowledge-based innovations. For example, 

patents can be granted to Traditional Knowledge-based innovations provided they meet the 

patentability requirements of novelty, inventiveness and industrial 

applicability.
98

Trademarks, certification, and collective marks, and G.I can be used to market 

products issued out of T.K-based innovations and to care for the status and concern 

associated with the Traditional Knowledge.
99

The law of unfair competition, including passing 

off, can be used to prevent various forms of misrepresentation
100

 as well as false endorsement 

claims. Finally, trade secrets law can protect undisclosed information.
101

In some instances, 

conventional Intellectual Property laws have also been adapted to provide some form of 

protection to Traditional Knowledge. 

The limitations of Intellectual Property Rights to provide adequate protection to 

Traditional Knowledge and promote Traditional Knowledge-based innovations have also 

been extensively reviewed in literature.
102

Difficulties that Traditional Knowledge 

communities face in practice in obtaining protection of Traditional Knowledge innovations 

through Intellectual Property Rights include meeting the criteria for Intellectual Property 

protection and costs of access to the system (i.e. fees). Moreover, in cases where Intellectual 

Property protection is gained, Traditional Knowledge communities may still face enormous 
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difficulties in the commercialization of their innovations and their enforcement against third 

parties. Governments would need to support Traditional Knowledge communities to make 

effective use of  Intellectual Property Rights, while ensuring that they are free to choose 

whether to claim  Intellectual Property protection or not.
103

 

Shortcomings and limitations in existing and adapted Intellectual Property laws have 

prompted some countries and regions to set up sui generis systems
104

 to cater to the unique 

character of Traditional Knowledge. At the international level, negotiations are underway 

within the World Intellectual Property Organization on a legal instrument to provide effective 

protection to Traditional Knowledge, traditional cultural expression and genetic resources. 

Sui generis frameworks may be inspired in Intellectual Property concepts that are extended to 

the particularities of Traditional Knowledge innovations,
105

or aim to offer a more holistic 

approach to  safeguard of T. K, for example building upon customary law. Other approaches 

have also been advanced, for instance, to develop a compensatory accountability regime that 

would give T.K innovators compensation for a restricted time period rather than exclusive 

rights as in the Intellectual Property approach.
106

 

We have suggested that one of the key issues in the relationship of Intellectual Property 

and Traditional Knowledge is the use of Traditional Knowledge for innovations outside the 

Traditional Knowledge community that is done without the consent of communities or the 

sharing of benefits back to Traditional Knowledge communities derived from the 

commercialization of the innovations. While negotiations are continuing on defining common 

elements at the international level for the effective protection of Traditional Knowledge, we 

suggest that the synergies between the Intellectual Property system and access and benefit 

sharing frameworks should be further explored.
107
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There continue to be tensions in the interaction of science-based systems and Traditional 

Knowledge based systems that inhibit useful knowledge transfers from taking place in a 

manner considered legitimate. Governments are in the middle-as the responsible agents for 

introducing institutions that can effectively manage these tensions. One of the main sources 

of tension is the operation of Intellectual Property systems, used routinely in science-based 

system, which can come into conflict with the operation of customary law within Traditional 

Knowledge systems. Many measures are currently under exploration or implementation by 

governments though national experience is still recent. International policy discussions are 

also ongoing. One of the approaches studied was regulation on access and benefit sharing in 

regards to Traditional Knowledge associated to genetic resources. We also discussed the 

measures being explored from within the Intellectual Property system and the approach of 

establishing sui generis regimes for the protection of Traditional Knowledge.
108

 

Finally, two aspects of promoting innovation in the context of development have been 

highlighted. First, it is useful to understand innovation in a broad sense to include innovations 

that are new to the country or context and that can respond to particular development and 

local needs of the country and/or specific groups such as Traditional Knowledge 

communities. Often the discourse on innovation is disconnected from the realities of 

development. Secondly, policy discussions surrounding the protection of Traditional 

Knowledge and gaining a share of the benefits from bio-prospecting and other commercial 

activities from developing country biological resources are taking place in a disconnected 

manner from broader policies, and need to be conceptualized and integrated into developing 

country innovation policies and objectives.
109
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2. III. Connecting Indigenous Knowledge and Intellectual Property through Biological 

Resources and Benefit Sharing: 

Biological Resources and their exploitation are at the centre of global attention.
110

 More 

specifically, concerns over the exploitation of genetic resources have precipitated with the 

entree of the Convention on Biological Diversity, 1992. This Convention has brought 

together the concept of benefit sharing, indigenous knowledge and intellectual property. 

After defining Indigenous Knowledge and considering international obligations for 

benefit sharing, this sub-chapter explores the intersection between two important issues: 

Indigenous Knowledge and Intellectual Property. The concept of Intellectual property has a 

long legal history with clear defined rules that have gained international acceptability. The 

numerous international conventions dealing with the various forms of Intellectual Property 

have culminated in world recognition of the important economic contribution such property 

makes. This has been achieved through the Agreement on TRIPS as adopted by the World 

Trade Agreement.
111

 

The concept of Indigenous knowledge, on the other hand, has been at the centre of much 

international debate with various indigenous peoples creating declarations and statements not 

only on general indigenous rights but specifically on biodiversity rights. The Convention on 

Biological Diversity recognises the importance of indigenous knowledge, innovations and 

practices in the processes of conservation, sustainable development and benefit sharing. The 

investigations of the World Intellectual Property Organisation have reported the level of 

national recognition of such knowledge throughout the world resulting in the most recent 

report considering legal protection of Indigenous Knowledge.
112

 

Before exploring the connection of Indigenous Knowledge and Intellectual Property, it 

would be appropriate if we first identify the parameters of the inquiry: the definition of the 

resources in question and the significance of benefit sharing. 

a)  Defining resources : 
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While there are many varying definitions for biological and genetic resources depending 

on the perspective taken, the definitions here will be limited to those definitions agreed in the 

Convention on Biological Diversity. Article 2 of the Convention on Biological Diversity 

provides these definitions as follows: 

„Biological resources‟ are defined to include 

„Genetic resources, organisms, parts of organisms, populations and any other biotic 

component of an ecosystem with genuine or possible utilization or significance for 

humanity.‟ 

„Genetic resources‟ are defined to comprise 

Genetic substance of real or possible value 

Genetic material‟, in turn, is defined to comprise 

Any supplies of flora, fauna, microbial or other source containing practical units of 

genetics.  

In Australia, the Commonwealth State Working Group on Access to Australia‟s 

Resources carefully restricted the definition of „biological resources‟ to „materials, including 

genetic materials, of plant, animal, microbial or other non-human origin, with actual or 

potential use or value to humanity‟.
113

 This is in recognition that biological resources derived 

from humans form a separate dimension from non-human biological resources and the intent 

of the Convention on Biological Diversity is to ultimately engage in the conservation and use 

of ecosystems around the world. However, it should be noted that the Convention on 

Biological Diversity definition has formally been adopted in Australian legislation in keeping 

with Australia‟s international obligations under the Convention on Biological Diversity.
114

 

Interestingly, though, the definition of „genetic resources‟ can have a more expansive 

meaning if we are to accept the definition of the National Strategy for the Conservation of 

Australia‟s Biological Diversity (1996) („The National Strategy‟).
115

 This document defined 

„genetic resources‟ to include „the genes and gene pools of native species...of plant, animal 
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and microbial varieties produced by breeding and genetic manipulation from those genes or 

gene pools‟.
116

 It is an interesting definition recognising the contribution of scientists, plant 

and animal breeders, and perhaps indigenous peoples, in the process of expanding the genes 

and gene pools of native species. Yet again, Australian legislation has ignored the views of its 

policy committees and adopted a definition which combines the Convention on Biological 

Diversity definitions of „genetic resources‟ and „genetic material‟.
117

 

Why bother considering Australian developments? Australia brings together the issues 

plaguing the relationship between the „North‟ and the „South‟. By this the researcher is 

referring to the common parlance describing the tension between the predominantly northern 

hemisphere, industrialised nations and the predominantly southern hemisphere, financially 

poorer but biologically diverse nations. Australia is a biologically mega-diverse nation that 

finds itself in the „South‟ but is simultaneously a developed nation. It is in this context that 

Australian examples of policy development, in relation to access and benefit sharing from the 

use of biological resources and associated Indigenous Knowledge has been referred.  

b) The significance of benefit sharing: 

The idea of benefit sharing from the utilization of biological resources arises in the 

context of the third objective of the Convention on Biological Diversity, found in Article 1: 

For instance,the fair and reasonable involvement of the benefits arising out of the use of 

genetic assets, including by suitable access to genetic assets and by appropriate transfer of 

significant technologies, taking into account all rights over those resources and to 

technologies, and by suitable funding.  

However, this objective must be read in conjunction with those provisions of the 

Convention on Biological Diversity that enable the Contracting Parties, nations, to take 

control over the same genetic resources. The Convention on Biological Diversity provides an 

opportunity for Contracting Parties to assert control over these resources by recognising the 

supreme rights of States over their natural wealth (Article 3) and the influence of those States 

to establish access to genetic resources using nationalized legislation. Article 15 paragraph 1 

specifically states such recognition: 
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„Recognizing the supreme of States over their natural wealth, the authority to establish 

admission to genetic resources rests with the nationalized governments and is subject to 

nationalized legislations‟. 

In particular, Article 15 paragraph 7 requires that each constricting party “take law-

making, administrative or policy process, as appropriate” for the fair and equitable sharing of 

benefits, “arising from the business and other use of genetic assets with the Contracting party 

providing such resources”. This paragraph requires co-operation between nations on a variety 

of fronts but given that the party seeking the resources is likely to be a private organisation, 

the responsibility of establishing the measures lies with the Contracting Party providing the 

genetic resources. Accordingly, in order to develop meaningful measures, consideration must 

be given to who the stakeholders are.
118

 

c) Taking into account all rights: 

The third objective of the Convention on Biological Diversity specifically requires that all 

rights over the genetic resources be taken into account when determining the fair and 

equitable sharing of benefits arising since the utilization of those assets. Question of „all 

rights‟ requires the identification of the stakeholders. Suck stakeholders might be the 

sovereign nations themselves, landowners and indigenous peoples, bio-prospectors, 

pharmaceutical or biotechnology companies or holders of intellectual property over such 

resources.
119

 

It is the work of bio-prospectors that often commence the process of developing 

technologies from biological or genetic resources. These people collect samples of biological 

material identifying potentially valuable compounds or attributes for scientific, conservation 

or commercial purposes.
120

  Bio-prospecting is said to be “the systematic search of new 

sources of chemical compounds, genes, proteins, micro-organisms and other products that 

have potential economic value present in our biotic resources”.
121

 Clearly, the idea of benefit 

sharing espoused in the Convention on Biological Diversity is relevant when considering this 

economic value and the commercial purposes of bio-prospecting. Further, as indigenous 
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knowledge often assists the bio-prospecting process it is no wonder the issue of benefit 

sharing becomes important. 

If the development of Australian policy is considered in this regard, there is a clear 

recognition of the contribution and rights of indigenous peoples over such genetic resources, 

particularly if traditional knowledge has been used. The National Strategy referred to above 

notes, in Action item 1.8.2, the need to protect the use of traditional biological knowledge 

through collaborative agreements and a royalty payment system where there are commercial 

developments using that traditional knowledge 

In the discussion paper,
122

 a nationally consistent approach to access was advocated and a 

multi-purpose contract system proposed. This contract system would require a bio-prospector 

to enter into an access and benefit sharing agreement with the owner of the biological 

resource. The Commonwealth State Working Group Discussion Paper recognised that such 

an owner could be a community of Indigenous peoples where the resource is located on land 

or in water owned by the relevant Indigenous peoples. 

Some further observations were made in the Commonwealth State Working Group 

Discussion Paper in relation to the interests of Indigenous peoples, one being access to 

indigenous knowledge. However, the terms of reference of the Commonwealth State 

Working Group did not go as far as addressing the issue of indigenous knowledge and 

intellectual property rights but did attempt to provide alternatives for intellectual property 

protection for indigenous knowledge.
123

 

Federal legislation soon came into force to deal with the broader issues of the Convention 

on Biological Diversity: the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act, 

1999. This legislation enabled the development of regulations for the control of access to 

biological resources. The Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act allowed 

these regulations to provide for the equitable sharing of benefits arising from the utilization of 

natural resources in Commonwealth areas.
124

 This resulted in an inquiry to determine the 
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nature of those regulations.
125

 In the report of the inquiry, three groups of stakeholders were 

identified: environmental interests, Indigenous interests, industry interests and research 

interests. The regulatory scheme proposed in the report of the inquiry dealt with the 

mechanisms for granting access to biological resources and the development of a benefit 

sharing contract. To this end, the proposed scheme was to: 

i. Promote a cooperative approach to the protection and management of the 

environment involving governments, the community, land holders and Indigenous 

peoples; 

ii. Recognise the role of Indigenous people in the conservation and ecologically 

sustainable use of Australia‟s biodiversity; and 

iii. Promote the use of Indigenous people‟s knowledge of biodiversity with the 

involvement of, and in cooperation with, the owners of that knowledge.
126

 

The draft regulation that followed on 7
th

 of September 2001 was designed to 

recognise “the special knowledge held by Indigenous people about biological resources”.
127

 

These draft regulations went so far as to include consideration of traditional knowledge in the 

assessment process of ensuing benefit sharing agreement. Such agreement would be required 

to „provide for reasonable benefit-sharing arrangement, including protection for, recognition 

of and valuing of any indigenous knowledge given by an access provider‟.
128

 Interestingly, 

these draft regulation were issued despite criticism of the workability of the scheme proposed 

in the report of the inquiry upon which draft regulations are modelled. The Standing 

Committee on Primary Industries and Regional Services, in their 2001 report.
129

 

Australia is still waiting for the implementation of some form of regulations to the 

access provision of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act. 

Meanwhile, the Queensland government has developed a new scheme derived from its 

Queensland Bio-discovery Policy Discussion Paper (the Bio-discovery Discussion 
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Paper)
130

and issued an exposure draft of the Bio-discovery Bill, 2003 with public 

submissions having closed on 1
st
 of August 2003.

131
  This proposed legislation does not 

include consideration of indigenous knowledge in the provisions concerning benefit sharing. 

The Bio-discovery Discussion Paper does note that reference is to be made to the Queensland 

Code of Ethical Practice for Bio-technology, 2001 to guide benefit sharing arrangements with 

indigenous knowledge holders.
132

 As for the protection of indigenous knowledge, the Bio-

discovery Discussion Paper points out that it is the responsibility of the Commonwealth to 

introduce a regime that recognises such knowledge as a form of intellectual property.
133

 This 

brings us to the intersection between indigenous knowledge and intellectual property. 

From an Australian perspective there are many commentators on what constitutes 

Indigenous knowledge. Janke prefers the term „Indigenous cultural and intellectual property‟ 

and acknowledges three principles relevant to identifying the nature of such information: 

i. Common ownership and attribution; 

ii. Ongoing positive obligation and rights to use and deal with cultural knowledge; 

and 

iii. The sharing of Indigenous cultural knowledge through specific consent and 

decision-making procedures of the relevant group.
134

 

Davis proposes four characteristic features of Indigenous knowledge that seem to expand 

upon the principles acknowledged by janke: 

i. Combined rights and welfare held by Indigenous peoples in their awareness; 

ii. Secure inter-dependence connecting knowledge, land, and other aspects of culture 

in Indigenous societies; 

iii. Verbal communication of knowledge in accordance with well understood cultural 

principles, and 

iv. Regulations regarding confidentiality and sacredness that govern the management 

of knowledge.
135
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For the purposes of this work, special consideration is given to an example of indigenous 

knowledge, namely, medicinal knowledge, which may contribute to the development of 

pharmaceutical patents, often with no benefit flowing back to the holders of the medicinal 

knowledge. 

d)  Medicinal knowledge: 

Often knowledge of the healing properties of different plants is restricted to particular 

members within an Indigenous community. These Indigenous healers are: 

A group of individuals known by the community in which they exist as being capable to 

offer health by using vegetables, animals and mineral substances and other methods based on 

the societal, cultural and religious backgrounds as well as the awareness, attitudes and beliefs 

that exist in the community regarding physical, mental and social well-being and causation of 

ailments and disability.
136

 

In 1995, Brown believed it „likely that up to 80% of the world‟s population‟ relied on 

traditional medicines and remedies for primary health and that this was not just due to 

poverty of the people.
137

 Rather, such treatments were more culturally acceptable.
138

 

While such indigenous knowledge may be considered by the Indigenous community as 

common heritage, conflict arises when such information is co-modified through patents by 

scientists and researchers, pharmaceutical companies and the like. Janke points out that: 

„A major concern of Indigenous people is that their cultural knowledge of plants, animals 

and the environment is being used by scientists, medical researchers, nutritionists and 

pharmaceutical companies for commercial gain, often without their informed consent and 

without any benefits flowing back to them.‟
139

 

The commercialisation of Indigenous knowledge is often through the process of gaining 

intellectual property protection for inventions derived from such knowledge, more 

specifically patents. The concern is that without the use of such knowledge of local 

communities, the bio-prospectors and ultimately bio-technological and pharmaceutical 
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companies would not have discovered the correct leads for patentable bio-active materials. 

How is such indigenous knowledge to be protected? Do pharmaceutical companies have to 

obtain consent for the use of that knowledge in deriving a commercially viable product with 

the aid of bio-patents? Should there be some form of benefit sharing with the community 

providing the indigenous knowledge? And if so, how much, or in what form ? Or is this all 

just bio-piracy 

e) Bio-patents or Bio-piracy? 

Discoveries and naturally occurring genetic material are not patentable per se as they are 

not inventions. Article 27 of Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights 

acknowledges the patentability of: 

Which-ever inventions, whether commodities or processes, in all fields of expertise, 

provided they are innovative, involve an inventive step and are capable of developed 

application.
140

 

There are two perspectives here. Can indigenous knowledge about biological resources be 

protected under patent law? In other words, does indigenous knowledge satisfy the 

international requirements of novelty, inventiveness and industrial applicability? Or does 

indigenous knowledge prevent patentability on the basis that the information forms part of 

the prior art base from which the criteria of novelty is judged? 

If the indigenous knowledge is secret and complies with the rules of confidentiality then it 

may not form part of the prior art base and thereby novelty is maintained. If the knowledge 

also forms significant components of the invention developed from the biological resource 

then the providers of that knowledge may have a claim as joint owners of the ensuing patent. 

On the other hand, if the indigenous knowledge is not secret but a common practice, then it 

will form part of the prior art base against which to purported biological invention is tested. 

Then it becomes a question of whether such knowledge discloses the invention or whether the 

invention is more than the indigenous knowledge.
141

 

Despite this, Vandana Shiva has the following view: 
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Bio-piracy refers to the use of I.P systems to legitimise the exclusive possession and 

control over natural resources and biological products and processes that have been used over 

centuries in non-industrialized cultures. Patent claims over bio-diversity and indigenous 

knowledge that are based on the originality, creativeness and genius of the people of the 

Third World are acts of „bio-piracy‟.
142

 

Here Shiva is analysing the situation from a proprietary perspective arguing that the 

„North‟ has created an artificial right, the patent monopoly, resulting in the privatisation of 

natural resources found predominantly in the „South‟ in much the same way as Europe 

engaged in the enclosure of the commons in the seventeenth century.
143

 But the first 

statement in the quotation above is flawed. If the products and processes have been used for 

centuries then, under patent law, there would be a lack of novelty and consequently no patent 

would issue. Something more is required than the mere disclosure of indigenous knowledge. 

And if this „something more‟ satisfies the requirement of patentability, the scope of the patent 

protection needs to be limited to that „something more‟, and that is an issue of drafting proper 

claims. 

As for the second of Shiva‟s statements, again clarification is needed. Perhaps John 

Locke‟s theory of property may be of assistance here. In his Second treatise of Civil 

Government, Locke states the premise that a man‟s body is his own property. Consequently: 

The labour of his body and the work of his hands we may say are properly his. 

Whatsoever, then, he removes out of the state that nature hath provided and left it in, he hath 

mixed his own labour with and joined to it something that is his own, and thereby makes it 

his property.
144

 

Certainly, this is an argument in favour of proprietary rights of Indigenous peoples over 

their indigenous knowledge. But it doesn‟t necessarily exclude the rights of subsequent 

researchers. If the indigenous knowledge only goes so far as to identify a plant for a 

particular purpose, it is not the same as identifying the active chemical in the plant, isolating 

it and synthesising it. The researcher, by identifying the active chemical and synthesising it, 

has removed the plant from nature and through the labour of the research, made the active 

chemical his/her own. However, this may not have taken place but for the indigenous 
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knowledge used to identify the relevant plant for investigation. How then, can the holders of 

such indigenous knowledge be compensated? 

f) Does the Convention on Biological Diversity provide a way forward? 

Article 8(j) of the C.B.D encourages contracting parties, nations, to: 

...value, safeguard and uphold knowledge, innovations and practices of indigenous and 

local communities embodying customary lifestyles relevant for the conservation and 

sustainable use of biological diversity and encourage their wider application with the 

authorization and participation of the holders of such knowledge, innovations and practices 

and support the equitable sharing of the benefits arising from the use of such understanding, 

innovations and practices. 

However, the implementation of Article 8(j) is stated to be subject to national legislation. 

As for customary uses of biological resources in line with traditional practices, Article 10(c) 

of the CBD encourages such uses and the protection of such uses. In addition, the CBD 

recognises the influence of patents and other intellectual property rights and requires „that 

such privileges are caring of and do not run opposing the objectives of the Convention on 

Biological Diversity.
145

 

If the holders of the indigenous knowledge have joint ownership of the patents developed 

from the biological resources pertaining to the traditional knowledge, the issue is clear. The 

holders will be able to participate in the exploitation of the patents without question. 

However, if there is no joint ownership of the patents what are the possibilities? 

The prospective for sui generis legislation enabling benefit sharing have been explored in 

the framework of Australian developments described above. As for sui generis legislation 

allowing for self-governing safety of indigenous knowledge, Posey and Dutfield have 

proposed „traditional resource rights‟,
146

 while World Intellectual Property Organisation has 

considered various models with each being hybrids of recognised intellectual property 

systems.
147

 However, given that the aim is to ensure benefit sharing, it would seem that the 

more efficient way to compensate the holders of indigenous knowledge is to require that prior 
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informed consent was obtained and that appropriate benefit-sharing contracts be entered into. 

That appears to be the intent of the draft regulations to the Environment Protection and 

Biodiversity Conservation Act, 1999 considered above. 

For equitable contractual arrangements to be achieved there needs to be equal bargaining 

power, equal legal representation, and equal means of enforceability. Perhaps government 

participation in the negotiation of such arrangements might be helpful. 

From the above discussion, it would not be wrong to mention here that the cradle of 

one of the more mega bio diverse regions of the world
148

 that supports ancient as well as 

relatively recent forms of Indigenous Knowledge, India has a duty towards her traditional 

communities to ensure their right to live in their natural environment and to earn their 

livelihood by way of practicing their Indigenous Knowledge. It is imperative for India to 

establish a viable mechanism to regulate access to Indigenous Knowledge as well as to ensure 

that there is reasonable and equitable informed consent, regulated access to Indigenous 

Knowledge resources and establishment of an equitable benefit sharing mechanism. 

As mentioned earlier customary practices play an important role in conserving and 

protecting the biodiversity, thereby providing an indirect protection to Indigenous 

Knowledge. Customary laws can be great help and advantage in order to recognize and 

continue these practices. Therefore it became almost essential to strengthen the body of 

customary laws. To revive customary law the first and the most important step is its 

recognition by the judicial bodies of the country-at all levels. Recognition can also be given 

by reading more into the existing provisions of various legislatures as well as being more 

tolerant to customary law. Once all the existing provisions of the few Acts giving recognition 

are used optimally, one needs to look at the amendments that can be made to give customary 

law a place in the legal structure. Another effort should be directed at enabling local bodies to 

evolve appropriate laws that recognize the customary rights. They should be free from the 

shackles of bureaucracy and be allowed to function on their own with more participation 

from the local people. We do not have to make either statutory or customary law subordinate 

to each other. Instead a realistic and practical approach should attempt to handle the interface 

between the so called formal and informal laws. A balance has to be struck where customary 
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laws are not relegated to a position beneath judicial law. They have to be accepted as a law 

per se not merely as a source of law. As we have noted, one of the constraints of customary 

law is that it is not always very good from the society‟s point of view. This is largely because 

many indigenous communities have vices like caste system, superstitions and unreasonable 

inequalities. Removal of traditional inequalities can be a step towards solving this problem. 

Many people believe documentation and codification will help to save customary law to a 

great extent. However, it is not a very efficacious method. Once we make codification a 

feature of customary law, it will become very difficult for a lot of customs to be proved, as 

not all communities will have access to the documentation process. 

 Through this chapter, the researcher also tries to show that there is scope for 

protection of indigenous knowledge through recognised intellectual property systems. This is 

particularly so where the knowledge becomes an integral part of the bio-prospecting and 

invention development process. Where this is not that case, protection may need to be sui 

generis in nature. World Intellectual Property Organisation is in the midst of considering 

which model of protection would be appropriate. When we consider the importance given to 

indigenous knowledge through the Convention on Biological Diversity, what becomes clear 

is the need to ensure an equitable sharing of the benefits which occurs from the use of such 

awareness. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


